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Highlights

• Access disparate subsur-

face data sets from a single 

platform

• Search for, view, and export 

70,000+ digital well logs and 

directional surveys

• Filter to specific wells by per-

forated interval length and to 

wells with associated addition-

al information, such as well log 

or directional survey

Search for, view, and export multiple subsurface datasets through a single source. Through the Drillinginfo web 

app, all Drillinginfo subscribers will have access to well data features that simplify and streamline workflows.  

Within minutes, customers will be able to filter to a specific well, view the associated well logs and directional 

surveys, and export critical subsurface information to DI Transform or other geological software in a single file.

Geologists and engineers no longer need to search for data in different platforms and manage multiple export 

files.  Now, customers can find all of their subsurface data in a single place.

Access All of Your Subsurface Data From a Single Platform

The Drillinginfo Web App:  
Well Data
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By monitoring the market, Drillinginfo continuously delivers innovative oil & 

gas solutions that enable our customers to sustain a competitive advantage in 

any environment. 

Drillinginfo customers constantly perform above their competitors because they 

are more efficient and more proactive than the competition.

EFFICIENTPROACTIVE COMPETITIVE
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Features and Benefits

Feature Benefit

Digital Well Log Viewer Search for and view well logs (LAS) within a single platform

Directional Survey Exports
Search through 74,000+ deviation surveys and export into geological modeling software for 

3D visualization

Additional Well Filtering 

Options

Customers can now filter to individual wells by perforated interval length and to wells with 

associated additional information such as well log or directional survey

DI 297 Exports
Export multiple datasets in a single file that can be consumed by  

DI Transform or other geological software

Well Log Exports
Search through 72,000+ LAS files and export into geological  

modeling software for 3D visualization

Technical Requirements

DI Software Prerequisites  DI Basic, DI Plus, or DI Pro Subscription

Internet and Computer Software  Internet connection, current Windows or Apple operating system

Computer Hardware  Windows PC or Apple computer

Browsers  Firefox, Google Chrome, Internet Explorer (version 11 or newer)


